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Subject

Summerhaven Wind Energy Centre: CLC Meeting One
Rainham Centre Community Hall, Selkirk, Ontario
August 8, 2012, 6:30-8:30 pm

Present

IBI Group: Amy Shepherd & Erin Smith
CLC Members: Wilrik Banda, Darlene Burns, James (Jim) Bryce, Jenny
Bryce, Maggie Gui, John Schaeffer
NextEra Energy Canada: Ben Greenhouse, Mike Bogie, Cassandra
Bowers, Thomas Bird, Joselen Hernandez, Doug McIntosh and Gary Oliver
Gordon Johnson & William Stewart (CLC Members)

Absent
Item Discussed

1

Introductions
 Amy Shepherd welcomed everyone, thanking the members for
taking the time to participate in the CLC. She explained that IBI
Group had been retained by NextEra Energy Canada to coordinate
and facilitate the CLC meetings. She introduced her colleague,
Erin Smith, and explained she would be helping with the
coordination of the CLC process and would be taking minutes.
Amy noted that the meeting was being recorded to assist with the
preparation of the minutes.
 Amy Shepherd asked the representatives from NextEra and the
members of the CLC to introduce themselves and to briefly explain
their involvement and/or interest in the Summerhaven Wind Facility
project. The following summarizes the responses.

Representatives from Next Era:
-

Ben Greenhouse, Director of development at NextEra and
Project Director for Summerhaven: Been working on the project
since 2007, and grew up on the banks of Grand River.

-

Tom Bird, Environmental Services Project Manager: Been
involved with the project for about four years, coordinating the
environmental permitting. Here to answer any questions about
the permit process, obligations NextEra has, etc.
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-

Mike Bogie, Project Construction Manager: Involved with the
construction side of the project. Has built a lot of wind projects
and is here to answer questions about the construction timeline
and process. The project has been awarded to HB White
Construction and Gary Oliver is here from HB White
Construction.

-

Doug McIntosh, Regional Wind Site Manager: Will be the
Operations Manager once the site is up and running and the
Operations Manager for all Ontario sites as they are built. Plans
to be here for at least the next 25 years. Recently moved back to
Burlington.

-

Josie Hernandez, Senior Communications Specialist

-

Cassandra Bowers, Project Manager - Development

CLC Members

2

-

Wilrik Banda: Land Use Planner and Archaeologist. Lives ten
minutes from the project area and will be looking at the wind
turbines for years to come.

-

Jim Bryce: General-build contractor/electrician with over 40 years
of experience in construction. Resident of Selkirk. Interested in
learning about the grid and how the system will operate.

-

Jenny Bryce: Vice President, Selkirk Chamber of Commerce.
Wants to share information about the project with business
operators, churches, various committees, etc. and learn about
any short- or long-term employment opportunities for area
residents.

-

Maggie Gui: Local resident. Interested in the project schedule,
phasing and timeline for completion, as well as learning about
any impacts resulting from the project.

-

Darlene Burns: Representative for the Selkirk and District Lions
Club. Wants to share information about the project with
members. Eager to hear more about the project.

-

John Schaeffer: Local resident/retiree.

Meeting Agenda
 Amy Shepherd outlined the agenda for the evening (attached) and
explained that in order to respect everyone‟s time, the meeting would
be wrapped up by 8:30 (as scheduled). She suggested that
members of the CLC and the public could call NextEra‟s toll free
number to obtain additional information on the project (877-2577330) and that people were welcome to email or call her if they had
any questions about the CLC process.
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CLC Purpose, Objectives and Conduct
 Speaking to a series of information slides (attached), Amy Shepherd
described how the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) issued a
Renewable Energy Approval (REA) approval and that one of the
terms/conditions was that NextEra „make reasonable efforts‟ to
establish a CLC, by placing advertisements about the CLC
opportunity in the local newspapers and on its website.
 Amy Shepherd explained that IBI Group/NextEra met the Ministry‟s
advertising requirements and went further to try and promote the
opportunity to be a CLC member through direct mail-outs. Notices
were mailed to residents/landowners within 1km of the Facility and
invitations were sent to First Nations and Métis communities and
various stakeholder groups (e.g. Chamber of Commerce, local and
regional governments and agencies, etc.). She explained that nine
people had requested information about the CLC, and eight
submitted signed Charters (and therefore were selected to be
members).
 Amy Shepherd explained that the purpose of the CLC is to facilitate
two-way communication between NextEra Energy Canada and
members of the public, and to provide accurate and up-to-date
information on the construction, installation, use, operation,
maintenance and retirement of the facility. She stressed that the
CLC meetings would not address matters raised during the
proposal/planning stage for the Facility.
* The REA is available on the websites of the Ministry and NextEra and
hardcopies were distributed to the CLC members at the meeting.

 Amy Shepherd described how four CLC meetings must be held over
the next two years (i.e. two per year) and that as Coordinator, she is
responsible for organizing the meetings, preparing minutes, liaising
with NextEra to collect and distribute information to CLC members
and for tracking all CLC and public inquires. She explained she will
coordinate the posting of all CLC materials on NextEra‟s website and
suggested it would be helpful if the CLC members would relay
information and project updates to their neighbours, co-workers, etc.
and encourage others to come out and observe the meetings.
 Amy Shepherd reminded CLC members and NextEra
representatives that everyone is expected to work within the rules of
the Charter and attend all meetings, review materials, listen to and
consider the opinions of others, participate in discussions, provide
constructive feedback, etc.
 Amy Shepherd explained that as the Facilitator she will be
moderating the meetings, ensuring the agreed upon Agenda and
time schedule is followed, encouraging constructive and thorough
discussion, ensuring CLC members are provided with adequate
information and technical support and that order is maintained (i.e.
no disruptions or interferences from any of the CLC participants or
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public observers). Amy Shepherd noted she will also be overseeing
the review and selection of any public depositions, within input from
the CLC members.
* The CLC Charter had been previously reviewed and signed by all CLC
members. Hardcopies of the Charter and Terms of Reference were
available at the meeting and they can be obtained from NextEra‟s website.

Questions/Comments on the CLC Purpose and Process
 There were no questions/comments on the purpose or format of the
CLC.

4

Project Overview
 Ben Greenhouse provided an overview of the Summerhaven Wind
Energy Centre project, noting the following:
-

The project area is comprised of approximately 22,583 hectares
of privately owned land, with some of the collectors/conduit lines
running along a municipal right-of-way.

-

The facility consists of 56 turbines (58 turbines were permitted –
typically NextEra will permit for more than they anticipate to
build). There will be two models, roughly 80 metres tall with three
50 metre long blades. One model with have a total rotor diameter
of 100 metres and the second model will have a 93 metre
diameter.

-

The facility‟s generating capacity of 124.4 megawatts will be able
to produce enough energy for 32,000 homes in a given year.

 Ben Greenhouse indicated on a map the location of the general
project area, the transmission lines (shown in grey), the proposed
turbines (blue dots), high voltage line to Nanticoke Station (black
dashed lines) and the low voltage collector lines to get the power to
the substation. He explained that the major components of the
project will be the lay-down areas, foundations, installation of
transformers, gravel access roads, buried collection lines from the
turbines to the substation, overhead cables for high voltage lines,
and meteorological towers. The Operations Building will be located
on Concession 5.
Questions/Comments on the CLC Purpose and Process
 There were no questions/comments on the project overview.

5

Project Activities and Status
 Ben Greenhouse explained how all the required planning and
resource assessments have been completed and how the majority of
the required permits and clearances have been obtained:
-

Awarded the Feed-in-Tariff contract by the Ontario Power
Authority in 2010;
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-

Received the Renewable Energy Approval in 2012 (approval
appealed, hearings finished mid-July and decision should be
reached by October 2012);

-

Geotechnical study complete;

-

Long Point Region Conservation Authority: permitting ongoing
re: permits for crossing water bodies;

-

The team is working to obtain outstanding building permits and
entrance permits (egress and ingress) from Haldimand County;
and

-

Sign-off from the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
(MTCS) on the archaeological studies is pending. Stage 1 and
2 Archaeological Assessments are complete and Stage 3 and 4
are almost complete.

 Ben Greenhouse explained how there are four stages in the
archaeological study process; Stage One consists of a desk top
survey, looking at existing records. Stage Two involves fieldwork
and if significant artefacts are found then a Stage Three study will be
required where more detailed field work in undertaken. Stage Four
examines found artefacts.
 As of the meeting date, Stage Three is almost complete and Stage
Four is wrapping up.

6

Anticipated Construction Schedule and
Decommissioning
 Mike Bogie noted that the technical design for the facility is under
final review but is 95% complete. Mike Bogie and Gary Oliver
described the anticipated timing for the construction tasks:
-

October/November - road clearing, construction of lay-down
area, and commencement of construction of the substation,
above ground transmission and meter towers.

-

January – construction of roads, turbine foundations and crane
pads and commencement of underground electrical cables.
Turbine deliveries will be in January and February, the
remaining deliveries will resume after road restrictions.
Turbines will arrive at a rate of one per day.

 Mike Bogie explained that as the project progresses, clean up and
reclamation of land will occur (anticipated Spring 2013). NextEra will
work with the County to repair any damaged roads.
 NextEra anticipates going “commercial” in July 2013. “Commercial”
means that 90% of the energy is being generated and that would be
the Commercial Operations Date (“COD”).
 Mike Bogie explained that once the turbines and operations building
are up and running, the project will be handed over to Doug
McIntosh.
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 Doug McIntosh explained that a detailed decommissioning plan is
required under the REA. After 25 years, NextEra may decide to
erect new equipment (called a „repower‟). Ben Greenhouse
mentioned that NextEra has obligations with the landowners to
decommission at the end of the project‟s life so that the lands can
continue to be used as they were before. Project life is typically 25
years but the contract with the Power Authority might also be renegotiated at that time.
Questions/Comments on the Project Status, Construction and
Decommissioning
The following questions/comments were raised by members of the CLC.
The answers provided by the NextEra team are shown in italics.
 Where are the turbines coming from?
-

Mike Bogie explained that the nacelles (gear boxes) were coming
through the Port of Hamilton and that the blades were coming
through Sarnia.

-

Mike Bogie noted that the turbines have been purchased and are
in storage in the U.S. The nacelles were manufactured in
Europe. He did not know where the towers and blades were
manufactured, but he believed it was in the U.S. Ben Greenhouse
noted that as part of the Feed-In-Tariff agreement, 25% of the
project must be local content. To note, the main transformer was
wound and tested in StoneyCreek, Ontario.



Will there be any issues in transporting the materials (i.e. big trucks
on narrow roads, use of Lakeshore Road)?
-

Mike Bogie explained that a project delivery route has not been
determined yet, as it is too early in the process. The reason
being: NextEra won’t know in advance what local or county
bridges are scheduled for repair, or if there will be new road
construction or maintenance.

It was clarified that Lakeshore Road will not be used to transport
materials. Local roads will be used and temporary gravel access roads
will be built to bring in equipment.
 What employment opportunities are there?
-

Doug McIntosh explained that 6 to 8 full-time employees will be
required for operations, i.e. operations, maintenance/technician
(4 operation technicians, and 2 maintenance technicians),
manager, accounts payable, etc. NextEra prefers to hire locally
through the use of job fairs.

-

A technician will likely be hired by April 1 , first seconded,
followed by a 2-year contract with Siemens, and then becoming
full-time with NextEra. The agreement is that Siemens does all of
the training and operations for the first two years and then hands
over the project to NextEra. Mike Bogie suggested that all hiring
will occur late 2012/early 2013.

st
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 What percentage of the time will the windmill be operating?
Ben Greenhouse explained how there are three components to
that question: (1) Availability: how often the wind is blowing and
the turbine is ready to turn on, (should be 99% of the time); (2) In
a year, how much of the time are they (the turbines) actually
producing “some” power; (3) What is the Net Capacity Factor
(NCF) of the total potential.
-

The NCF is expressed as a percentage and is calculated as the
ratio of power produced over a year to the maximum power
possible to be produced by the turbines (i.e. the wind blew at the
perfect speed all year) over a year. It is expressed as a
percentage. For this project, the NCF should be in the mid 30s.
The highest NCFs seen in North America would be somewhere
around 60%.

 How will NextEra meet the domestic content of the Feed-In-Tariff
requirements?
-

Ben Greenhouse described how the first round of approvals
requires a 25% domestic content and how the next round
requires 50%. He explained how NextEra is meeting the 25%
requirement by using 95% Ontario residents for the construction
labour of the 25%) and through certain machine components,
including the main transformer.

 What happens when the wind slows? Is Nanticoke the backup? If
Nanticoke shuts down will the area rely solely on wind power?
-

Ben Greenhouse explained that the Ontario system operator (i.e.
Ontario Power Authority/Hydro One) controls the entire grid.
Energy supply to the grid is like a faucet that can be turned up or
down. The system operator can schedule generators to come on
and off at 5 minutes intervals and at certain levels of power, in
response to fluctuations in energy demands. NextEra is one of
many sources of “water” adding to the flow of energy through the
grid. In order for NextEra to connect, NextEra is required to work
within the system and do as the operator tells them to.

-

Wind is predictable with a certain degree of accuracy over any
given period of time; the longer the period, the more accurately
the wind can be predicted. In terms of the grid, it may be that as
the wind slows down, demand also goes down and so no
additional generation would be needed. However, if the demand
stayed up or went up as the wind slowed, the operator would
require what is called dispatch-able energy from a source, which
usually would be gas or coal. Basically, NextEra dispatches
energy when the system operator calls on them and Nanticoke,
like the Wind Energy Centre, is one of the sources the operator
will call on. Control of the overall grid system is not within
NextEra’s scope.
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Power needs are predicted on a long term basis, and generation is
procured to serve predicted demand. Over the last 5 years, the
demand for power in Ontario has dropped more than predicted, so
there is a surplus. Discussions at the IESO (independent electricity
system operator) about who (source/generator) gets curtailed are
underway. The group discussed trying to have someone from IESO
come to the next meeting to elaborate on the process.

Action By
NextEra to coordinate
with representatives from
IESO to see if they could
participate in Meeting #2:
re: energy surplus in
Ontario/generators being
curtailed.

 What short-term employment opportunities exist?
-

Mike Bogie explained that for construction, HB White
Construction (unionized) will use local union halls. With
construction scheduled to start in November/December,
approximately 200/300 employees (trades, electricians, general
labourers, iron workers, millwrights, etc.) will be hired.
They will be relying on Ontario content coming from hiring at least
95% Ontario residents (part of the 25% requirement) for construction
with a goal of 100%
Local truck fleets, fabrication shops, gas stations and
conveniences stores will also see a short-term boost. Mike Bogie
noted that concrete and rocks for road construction will most
likely be local.

-

-

Ben Greenhouse recommended that the Chamber of Commerce
could touch base with Lidy Romanuk, the Senior Economic
Development Officer with Haldimand County, to discuss more
employment opportunities, particularly as they relate to the
Community Vibrancy Funding that NextEra committed to with
Council.
The potential indirect benefits of the project were also discussed
(e.g. spending of construction crews at local restaurants, stores,
gas stations, repair shops, etc.).

Jenny Bryce to contact:
Senior
Economic Development
Officer Lidy Romanuk,
Ext. 215
lromanuk@haldimandco
unty.on.ca

Jenny Bryce to provide
NextEra with a list of
local businesses.

 How long will it take to set the turbines up and what will it look like?
-

Mike Bogie spoke to a series of pictures (attached) and went
through each step. Step 1 would be the roads, followed by Step
2, the foundations that would be 8 ft. into the ground and 60 ft.
wide, supported by re-bar. Step 3 is setting up the base, middle
and the rotor. One small crane can do two of them per day. A
big crane puts up the top tower section, nacelle and rotor and can
do 2-4 per day. The remaining steps include laying wires and
fibre-optic cables for communications.

 What does the road look like after installation?
Mike Bogie noted that after construction the road will be 25 ft.
wide. Ten years later, the road could be narrower, as farmers
plant closer to the road, but there will still be room to drive a truck
around the transformer. To note: the turbine door always faces
the road for access and operations. It was suggested that
someone come in at the next meeting to show pictures of the
operations.
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 Did the project area require a rezoning?
-


-

Ben Greenouse explained that the Green Energy Act removed
requirements under the Planning Act to rezone lands for wind
energy projects of a certain size. However, Haldimand County
had in place a wind ordinance that previously allowed wind
turbines in agricultural areas.
How much energy are the turbines producing?
Ben Greenhouse explained that it comes out of the machine at
690 v and is either stepped up or the generator turns off
depending on what amount is required. The transformer used in
a wind turbine generator is a step up transformer. Typical lines on
roads serving a house would run at up to 27.6kV (equal to 27,600
v). The turbine produces 690 v. It is then stepped up to
approximately 34kV). If at any point the turbine is using more
energy than is producing, then the turbine generator turns off.
The machine will never use more energy than it produces.

 Is the tower made of steel or concrete?
-

Ben Greenhouse responded that it is made of steel.

 How will traffic be affected? Will there be road closures?
-

Mike Bogie explained that they are working through the design to
see how it’ll work with construction and that they have obligations
to the County to minimize road disruptions. He noted that
aggregate truck deliveries and construction trucks will be timed
together to minimize any disturbance(s). There is a possibility
that roads will have to be closed for a short period of time but
only to move equipment from one side of the road to the other.

 Where will the cranes come from and how many will there be?
-

Mike Bogie explained that there will be 2 crane sets, a set is a
small and a big crane set, plus all the little cranes to support them
(approximately 20 cranes). Where they will come from is still
being determined but the smaller cranes may be local.

 How will noise vibrations be mitigated?
-

Mike Bogie explained that the units are not bolted into the
bedrock. The units are set into the ground, within a concrete pad
and built up. The geotechnical assessment shows that there is
shallow bedrock and Doug McIntosh and his operations team will
be monitoring vibrations of the turbines constantly. Mike Bogie
added that the REA speaks to the noise requirements and the
noise level can’t exceed 40 decibels on an A-weighted scale
(Ontario standard – some provinces/states have 60 decibels as
the limit). To note: Using an I-Phone, a test of the noise decibel
of the ceiling fan in the Rainham Centre Community Hall revealed
a noise level of 60 decibels).
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 What is NextEra‟s plan for communicating the project‟s progress?
-

NextEra releases a quarterly newsletter sent via Canada Post
mail drop. Information can be received by request via email or
calling the 1-877 #., as well as on NextEra’s website, and at the
CLC meetings

-

Doug McIntosh noted that during operations, there will be a
Citizen Complaint Procedure in place (a condition of the REA),
whereby the company will respond within 24 hours. More
information to be provided at the next meeting.

 What happens if the turbines break?
-

Ben Greenhouse commented that with wind turbine projects, the
upfront costs (capital costs) are significant, so it is in the
company’s best interest to keep the project running to make a
return on investment. NextEra also has commitments under the
REA approval on how to leave the site when finished, and if not,
could be exposed to prosecution for breaking the conditions of
their permit.

 Will the project affect our property values or increase our household
insurance?
Ben Greenhouse noted that there have been a lot of studies and
reports commissioned to answer this question (for other projects).
One study in California undertaken by the University of Berkeley,
California, found that there was not a significant difference in
housing prices based on, and in correlation to, wind turbines. In
Chatham-Kent, a similar study was conducted that again, found
that, there was no significant difference in housing prices/values.
-

Next Era to bring letter
from Insurance Bureau
of Canada re: household
insurance to Meeting 2.

In terms of household insurance, Ben Greenhouse mentioned
that NextEra has a letter from the Insurance Bureau of Canada
that states wind turbines do not affect household insurance rates.
NextEra also has indemnity written into their contracts with local
landowners. Amy Shepherd suggested that NextEra bring the
letter from the Insurance Bureau of Canada to Meeting 2.

 What about bird migratory patterns?
-

More details on the
Citizen Complaint
Procedure to be
provided by Doug
McIntosh at Meeting 2 or
3.

Tom Bird explained that NextEra has higher standards for its
projects than those required by the Ministry of Natural Resources
and that NextEra is committed to being environmental stewards.
NextEra ensures that when they conduct their siting exercise that
they consider migratory bird stopover areas because they want to
maintain existing habitats and minimize disruptions. The Natural
Heritage Assessment can be found on NextEra’s website for
more information on this subject.
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-

Tom explained that for 3 years they are required to monitor the
project, and send out a biologist, and record any bird and bat
deaths. If a certain threshold is reached, the Ministry could
require mitigation measures (e.g. shutting down the turbines at
certain times).

-

To supplement this, Ben Greenhouse noted that a gentleman
named Ross James, from the University of Waterloo conducted a
number of studies re: migratory bird patterns and wind turbines.
Amy Shepherd suggested that this study be located and provided
to CLC members at the next meeting, if requested.

Action By

 Some local residents are concerned that the turbines will negatively
impact insects and crop growth.
-

7

8

Mike Bogie suggested he hadn’t heard of such concerns and that
they are in regular communication with local farmers.

Scheduling of Future Meetings


Amy Shepherd described how late November/early December
could be an appropriate time for the second CLC meeting. At
that point an update on the construction and installation and a
more detailed overview of the operations and how NextEra will be
maintaining the turbines could be provided. She suggested the
third meeting could take place in late winter/ early spring of 2013
and cover post construction activities such and reclamation and
repairs, as well as operation and maintenance. Meeting four
could include provisions for decommissioning as many people
have expressed interest about the long-term lifespan of this
project.



The CLC members agreed the late fall would be a good time for
the next meeting and that the same venue and day of the week
(Wednesday) was appropriate.

PUBLIC DEPOSITIONS
 Amy Shepherd reiterated that the CLC meetings are open to the
public for observation and explained how the meeting was
advertised on the websites of the County and of NextEra. There was
one observer at the meeting. He left early and did not provide his
name.
 Amy Shepherd explained that at the end of each CLC meeting there
would be time to hear up to three depositions from members of the
public (maximum of five minutes each). The depositions must
pertain to the topics on the agenda and must be received one week
in advance and approved by the CLC. Amy Shepherd noted that
she had not received any requests for depositions.
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Action By

Concluding Remarks


Amy Shepherd explained she would be preparing a set of
minutes and they would be posted on NextEra‟s website
http://www.nexteraenergycanada.com/projects/summerhaven.sht
ml). She explained CLC members would be circulated a set of
the draft minutes, for review and comment, before they are
posted.



Amy Shepherd advised she would coordinate with NextEra and
forward all requested additional information to the CLC members.



Amy Shepherd thanked everyone for their time and input, and
encouraged the CLC members to contact either her or Erin if they
had any questions or additional comments pertaining to the CLC
process or items discussed at the first meeting.

*Please report any errors or omissions to:
Erin Smith
erin.smith@ibigroup.com
(T) 416.596.1930
(F) 416.596.0644
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Next Era Energy Canada - Summerhaven Wind Energy Centre
Community Liaison Committee (CLC): Meeting No.1
Wednesday, August 8th, 2012
6:30 - 8:30 pm
Rainham Centre Community Hall
260 Kohler Road
Selkirk (Haldimand County)

Rainham Centre
Community Hall

Rainham Centre
Community Hall

Agenda
1.

Introductions

2.

Review of the Purpose, Objectives and Conduct for the CLC

3.

Update on the Project Status

4.

Outline of the Construction Process

5.

Information Requests and Items to be Discussed at Future CLC
Meetings

6.

Public Dispositions

7.

Other

IBI Group is a group of firms providing professional services and is affiliated with IBI Group Architects

www.NextEraEnergyCanada.com

NextEra Energy Canada
Summerhaven Wind Energy Centre

Community Liaison Committee (CLC): Meeting #1

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 (6:30 to 8:30 pm)
Rainham Centre Community Hall
Name of Presentation

Introductions
CLC Coordinators and Facilitators (IBI Group):
•
•

Amy Shepherd
Erin Smith

NextEra Energy Canada:
•
•
•
•
•

Ben Greenhouse, Project Director
Doug McIntosh, Regional Wind Site Manager
Gary Oliver, Construction Manager: HB White Construction
Mike Bogie, Construction Manager
Thomas Bird, Environmental Services Project Manager
Derek Dudek, Community Relations Consultant
Joselen Hernandez, Senior Communications Specialist

CLC Members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Darlene Burns
Gordon Johnson
James (Jim) Bryce
Jenny Bryce
John Schaeffer
Maggie Gui
William Stewart
Wilrik Banda
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Meeting Agenda
1. Introductions
2. Review of the Purpose, Objectives and Conduct for the CLC
3. Update on the Project Status
4. Outline of the Construction Process
5. Information Requests and Items to be Discussed at Future CLC
Meetings
6. Depositions
7. Other
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Community Liaison Committee (CLC): Purpose
The Ministry of the Environment (MOE) issued a Renewable Energy Approval (REA) in
March 2012 for the Summerhaven Wind Energy Centre. One of the REA terms/conditions
is that NextEra make reasonable efforts to establish a Community Liaison Committee
(CLC) and hold at least 2 meetings per year over the next two years.
The purpose of the CLC is to:
•

Act as a liaison, facilitating two way communication between NextEra Energy Canada
and members of the public with respect to issues related to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction;
Installation;
Use;
Operation;
Maintenance; and
Retirement of the Facility.

•

Provide a forum for NextEra Energy Canada to provide regular updates on the project
and to discuss issues or concerns relating to the construction, installation, use,
operation, maintenance and retirement of the Facility with members of the public; and

•

Ensure that any issues or concerns resulting from the construction, installation, use,
operation, maintenance and retirement of the Facility are discussed and
communicated to NextEra Energy Canada.
NextEra Energy Canada
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Community Liaison Committee (CLC): Objectives
The objectives of the CLC are to:
•

Increase the public’s knowledge base of wind energy by providing accurate and upto-date information on the:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction;
Installation;
Use;
Operation;
Maintenance; and
Retirement of the Facility.

Note: The CLC will not re-visit matters previously raised during the proposal/planning stage for the Facility (e.g.
location of a Wind Centre, the Green Energy Act, the MOE’s approval process, etc.).

•

Help NextEra Energy Canada better understand the public’s concerns and
perception of the risks and effects of wind energy and of the Facility; and

•

Engage in meaningful and open dialogue in order to identify opportunities for
improvements and mitigation and work towards resolving or minimizing conflicts, as
well as gain support/acceptance for the Facility.
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Community Liaison Committee: Conduct
What is Expected from CLC Members:
•

Work within the Charter for the CLC;

•

Attend all CLC meetings (or send an alternate) – and be prepared for the meetings
(e.g. reviewing any materials provided in advance by the Chair and reviewing
minutes from the previous meeting);

•

Listen to, review and consider information provided by the NextEra Energy Canada
and its technical staff/specialists;

•

Listen to and consider the opinions of other CLC members;

•

Participate in discussions;

•

Identify areas of concern or interest pertaining to the construction, installation, use,
operation, maintenance and retirement of the Facility, and suggest strategies for
improvement;

•

Provide constructive feedback on the mitigation suggestions brought forth by
NextEra Energy Canada and its technical staff/specialists;

•

Participate in the evaluation of requests for public depositions; and

•

Assist IBI Group and NextEra Energy Canada keep the local community and other
interest groups apprised of information about the Facility by relaying information via
existing community networks.
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Community Liaison Committee: Conduct
What is Expected from NextEra Energy Canada and its Technical Staff/Specialists:
• Work within the Charter for the CLC;
• Attend all CLC meetings and be prepared for the meetings;
• Provide the CLC (and the general public) with accurate and up-to-date information
on the construction, installation, use, operation, maintenance and retirement of the
Facility;
• Listen to and consider the opinions, concerns and suggestions of the CLC
members and depositions made by members of the general public;
• Participate in discussions and provide answers and/or additional follow-up
information;
• Post all CLC materials on its publicly accessible website (e.g. Agendas, Minutes
and additional information); and
• Through the services of IBI Group, provide administrative support for CLC
members (e.g. coordination of meetings, photocopying of materials, etc.).
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Community Liaison Committee: Conduct
Role of IBI Group as Meeting Coordinators
• Schedule/organize all CLC meetings (including setting and distribution of Agendas and meeting
information packages);
• Prepare and distribute meeting Minutes;
• Liaise with NextEra Energy Canada to collect and distribute additional information requested by the
CLC members;
• Track all CLC and public inquiries regarding the Facility to ensure the following meeting Agendas
address relevant inquiries (including public depositions); and
• Coordinate the posting of any information prepared by, or presented to, the CLC on the NextEra
Energy Canada website.

Role of IBI Group as Meeting Facilitators
• Ensure CLC members are provided with adequate information and technical support to assist them
in their contribution to the CLC discussions;
• Moderate the meetings to ensure the agreed upon Agenda and time schedule is followed;
• Encourage constructive and thorough discussion;
• Ensure all members respect other members and participant’s opinions and questions, and that no
one interrupts each other or dominates discussions; and
As Chair, IBI Group may supersede this provision and has the right to excuse or replace any member of the CLC or
public observer who is interfering with or disrupting with the CLC meetings.

• Oversee the review and selection of public depositions.
NextEra Energy Canada
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Overview of the Summerhaven Wind Energy Centre
•

The Class 4 Wind Facility is being
constructed northeast of Nanticoke
in Haldimand County.

•

The Facility will be built on
approximately 22,583 ha of privately
owned land parcels, with exception
of one small portion of County land.

•

The fifty-six (56) wind turbine
generators, each with 80 metre
towers and three blades up to 49
metres in length, will have a
generating capacity of 124.4 –
megawatts, capable of generating
electricity to power nearly 32,000
homes.

•

Source: NextEra Energy Canada – Summerhaven Wind Energy Centre News. Vol.2 Spring 2012

Major components of the project will include laydown areas and temporary construction
workspaces; wind turbine foundations; transformers; gravel access roads; buried
collection lines and ancillaries; a transformer station and transmission line to connect to
the Hydro One interconnection facility; an operations building; and meteorological
towers.
NextEra Energy Canada
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Project Activities and Status
1. Planning and Resource Assessments
–

Surveying and geotechnical investigations – Completed.

–

Archaeological Assessments – Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment Report and Heritage Assessment Report
submitted to the Ministry of Tourism and Culture (MTC) for review and approval. Stage 3 to be completed for
MTC review and approval. Stage 4 Archaeological Assessments may be required.

2. Permitting and Clearances
–

Awarded Feed-in-Tariff contract by the Ontario Power Authority - Awarded April 2010.

–

Renewable Energy Approval (REA) - Issued March 16, 2012, with terms/conditions.

–

Long Point Region Conservation Authority (LPRCA) and Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) – Letter of
Advice or Authorization required for access roads that will cross water bodies (approximately 24): Reference DFO
approved Operational Statements and LPRCA Regulation Limits/O. Reg. 178/06.

–

Haldimand County (building permit and entrance permit [ingress/egress from roads]) – Various stages of
completion (some received, some awaiting submission).

–

MTC sign-off on archaeological studies - Ongoing and as required.

3.

Detailed Design
–

Project does not require construction of any permanent paved roads –

–

Collector System (overhead/underground cables) – 90%

–

Operations Building – Completed.

–

Transforming Substation and Switchyard Area – 90%

–

Transmission Line – 90%

–

Turbine Assembly and Installation – Completed.

–

Meteorological Towers – Completed.

NextEra Energy Canada
Summerhaven Wind Energy Centre

Turbine Foundations – 90%
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Project Activities and Status
4.

Construction
–

Land Clearing, Construction and Installation – Fall 2012.

–

Clean-up and Reclamation – Summer 2013.

–

Turbine Commissioning (testing and inspections) – Spring 2013.

5. Operations
– anticipated to commence Spring 2013, the Commercial Operations Date (COD) will be in Summer 2013.

6. Decommissioning
– project lifespan is estimated to be 25 years, December 2038.
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Items for Discussion at CLC Meeting #1
•

What, if any, short- or long-term employment opportunities are there?

•

What kind of benefits (i.e. economic) will the community see as a result of the project?

•

How will the project physically be accomplished (i.e. materials brought in, construction,
phasing, etc.)?

•

What will happen with respect to traffic on Concessions 3 through 8? Will the
transportation trucks carrying blades and other materials use the Concession’s small
bridges? How will the road disruptions be mitigated?

•

How will noise/vibrations will be mitigate, particularly since the units will be bolted into the
bedrock?

•

What are NextEra’s plans for communicating the project’s progress to county residents?

•

Who is the vendor?

•

If there is a drastic change to the project, or if turbines break, what will happen to the
site?

•

Will the project lower property values or increase personal household insurance?

•

What happens if crops are damaged from the blades?

NextEra Energy Canada
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Tentative Items for Discussion at Future CLC Meetings
CLC Meeting #2
• Update on Construction and Installation
• Operations and Maintenance
• Other

Information Available for Review at
www.NextEraEnergyCanada.com:
•
•
•
•

CLC Meeting #3
• Post-Construction Activities (e.g. reclamation or required repairs)
• Update on Operations and Maintenance
• Monitoring
• Mitigation Measures
• Provisions for Decommissioning
• Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Archaeological Reports
Built Heritage Reports
Construction Reports
Consultation Reports, Information
Packages and Other Communication
Decommissioning Reports
Design and Operations Report
Infrastructure Design Change Report
Natural Heritage Report and Amendment
Documentation
Noise Study Report
Project Description Report
Site Plan Report
Water Assessment Report
Wind Turbine Specifications Report
Renewable Energy Approval
Community Liaison Committee Materials

CLC Meeting #4
• Update on Operations and Maintenance
• Monitoring
• Mitigation Measures
• Other
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Depositions from Members of the Public
•

The CLC meetings will be open to the general public for observation.

•

Notices of upcoming meetings will be posted on NextEra Energy Canada’s website
(www.NextEraEnergyCanada.com). IBI Group has also requested that Haldimand
County post the Notices on their website.

•

Brief depositions (up to 3 per meeting, at a maximum of 5 minutes each) may be
made by members of the general public, providing the depositions pertain to items on
the meeting agenda (i.e. the construction, installation, use, operation, maintenance
and retirement of the Facility).

•

Depositions will be selected at the discretion of the IBI Group and NextEra Energy
Canada, in consultation with CLC members.

•

To be considered for a public deposition, a request along with the written deposition
must be submitted to IBI Group at least one week in advance of the CLC meeting:
Email: ashepherd@ibigroup.com
Fax: 416 596-0644 (attention Amy Shepherd)
Mail: 230 Richmond Street West, Toronto, ON, M5V 1V6 (attention Amy Shepherd, IBI Group)

•

No depositions have been received for this first CLC meeting.
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Other
•

Recap of information requests

•

Tentative date for next CLC Meeting – November or December 2012?

•

Other

Note: This meeting package was compiled by the CLC Coordinators and Facilitators (IBI Group) and as such
may be subject to clarification or correction by NextEra Energy Canada and its technical staff/specialists. The
CLC members will be notified of any revisions to the meeting package, and the final package will be posted
and available for public review on NextEra Energy Canada’s website.
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Cutting Roads

1

Foundation Installation

2

Foundation Installation

3

Foundation Installation

4

5

Rotor Installation

6

Rotor Installation

7

Collection System Installation
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